Our largest scale project yet, a large financial institution sought 1,800 Frosted Acrylic Panel
Extenders in order to retrofit their office to increase privacy and decrease workplace noise
distractions. Said Dawn Rhodes of Contract Office Group, “Everyone who helped facilitate a
project of this scale at Obex was great to work with. The team went above and beyond to
ensure each panel was constructed and retrofitted with precision. There is no team member
at Obex that wouldn’t go the extra mile so that all parties are satisfied at the end of the day.
We worked with Obex after realizing the original cubicle walls ordered were not going to
provide enough privacy. Obex
supplied a high-quality remedy
that was also far
less expensive both from a
product cost and labor
installation perspective. The
alternative would have meant
disrupting the occupants as we
disassembled the desks and
took out the cubicle panels to
install glass toppers from the
original work station
manufacturer. The ease in
which these panel extenders were able to fit onto our existing walls was a pleasant surprise.
Now, with Obex’s help, each individual in this office can have the quiet and privacy when
they need it, which they hope will create more focused, productive employees. The ROI is
incredible. Few other office furniture solutions have such a positive impact on employee
output,” said Rhodes.
For your next job, big or
small, retrofit or
designing an office from
scratch, let Obex be
your privacy and noise
suppression solution.
Panels made custom to
fit your exact needs, we
complete every design
with your workplace’s
aesthetic and
productivity in mind.
Whether
you’re operating a
traditional cubicle office setup and could use more privacy in between employees, or are
trying to segment a modern open office, Obex has over 25 panel fabric color options, 3
polycarbonate colors, and 2 acrylic options. You can be sure Obex will do everything
possible to blend our products in with your current office environment.

